ACROSS
8. Awakening back when given to religious instruction (6)
9. In time soon over obsessive self-love (8)
10. Endless crack in part of mug (4)
11. Dane rambling on about cheese writer (4,6)
12. Down and dirty (4)
13. He pens new book to contribute on gold mineral (10)
17. Song Frau von Trapp won’t start (4)
18. Grain’s item removed from chicken or veal? (5)
19. Second rescue boat finds island (4)
21. Pan’s character’s gypsy taking call (6,4)
23. Push wine level (4)
24. Shark attack experienced involving sweetheart (10)
28. Control temperature for weakling (4)
29. Stew from two islands gran’s right to decline (8)
30. Smoking habit? (6)

DOWN
1. Composer’s part upset matchless fellow (8)
2. Card game in which universal inclination for fraud (10)
3. Where one is misused in general (10)
4. Pulse started with heart bypass (4)
5. Value in warmth and love in republic (4)
6. Landowner wasting day in retreat (4)
7. Info gathered in order to make engine part (3,3)
14. Official tempted woman after scripture class (5)
15. Struggled again losing thousand in racket (10)
16. English setter, say, barking in comfortable situation (4,6)
20. Grass full of hypocrisy renounced former practice (8)
22. Sun exposed this high-flier’s mistake (6)
25. Beer leads to melee in local diner (4)
26. Tease European showing violent emotion (4)
27. Constant smoker worried about inhaling gas (4)

Solution 15,848